
Easy to Access, Easy to Use. 

Exa® Billing
 

Exa Billing, like the other modules on the Exa Platform, benefits from  

Zero Footprint Viewing and Single Database Integration. Zero Footprint 

viewing allows for access to the billing software from any web-enabled 

device, regardless of operating system or browser. This gives billing  

departments the flexibility to work in-house or outsource their tasks.

The Exa Billing module shares the same integrated database as the other 

modules on the platform, simplifying patient data entry and reducing  

the possibility of discrepancies in data. You are eliminating error and 

increasing efficiency. 

Send electronic claims to ANY 
clearing house and receive  
electronic payments

Fast claim coding with  
radiology reports available on  
a secondary monitor

Revenue Cycle Management

Letters of Protection Processing 
have ability to age up to  
24 months

HEALTHCARE



Quickly Create and Submit Clean Claims
Exa lets you set up study workflow that will make claim coding and submission a snap.

With the integrated database, no information is lost in translation or left behind! Exa

ensures your billing department is able to create and submit a clean claim the first time!
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Enhanced Security

• With Server-Side Rendering  

 technology, there is no data  

 transferred to or stored on  

 workstations. Exa is able to   

 minimize the unwanted exposure   

 to patient data.

Easy Accessibility

• Give your billing department the 

 freedom to move. Exa’s Zero  

 Footprint technology provides   

 flexibility for billing staff, as well as   

 administrators, to operate on any   

 workstation in the office or remote.

Electronic Payment Processing
In the steps to go paperless, Exa Billing offers the ability to not only send out claims  

electronically but also receive payments back electronically. Konica Minolta strives to 

streamline the billing process and aid your efforts to a paperless facility.
 

Extensive Follow-Up Features 

With each claim, every user has the ability to create a tickler date. Within that, users have 

the ability to open the inquiry screen to view all notes and information previously added 

without having to exit the screen. This allows the billing departments to accurately, and 

efficiently follow-up on claims.
 

Integrated Single Database 

The Integrated database allows for seamless reporting, including Billing and RIS report 

analysis. This also allows billing departments to work efficiently and accurately with their 

medical practices. This includes an easy to use and customizable workflow builder so the 

needs of every department are met and satisfied.
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